GARDEN PARTY HYPAR

A RANGE OF HYPAR SAILS PROVIDING
S T Y L I S H S H E LT E R & S H A D E O U T D O O R S
SUITABLE FOR YEAR-ROUND USE, these versatile sails are easily installed.
They can be fixed to existing structures such as trees, walls or buildings or
can stand alone (as shown above) using poles, guys and ground anchors.
The ‘hypar’ (from ‘hyperbolic paraboloid’) follows a convex curve about
one axis and a concave curve about the other. The form particularly lends
itself to tensile or membrane structures as it creates a double twist in the
fabric that gives it strength and stability. Our sails do not fret or flap about,
even in strong winds, which also means they hardly ever need to be taken
down – and they look great, too.
Our standard sail covers 6m2, almost double the coverage of a 2m parasol.
It’s always available in natural unbleached white and often in other colours
(see the red ochre overleaf), and is proofed against wet, rot and fire so it’s
suitable for use in public spaces, even near open fires and over barbeques.
The fabric is easily cleaned and can be re-treated for many years of use.
We supply rustic, natural, untreated, debarked, round-wood timber poles
that can be stained or painted and each is complete with simple spliced
rope guy, connections and a large cleft ash peg normally adequate for
most anchoring situations.
Top: our ‘standalone kit’, a single free-standing sail with poles, guys and anchors
Right: two standard hypar sails over an outdoor dining area

STRAIGHTFORWARD
I N S TA L L AT I O N
Each sail relies on its hypar shape for its integrity and strength; the more pronounced
the curves in the shape, the better it will perform. It’s important, though, that the
connections and anchors that hold up your sail are installed effectively so they can
withstand the loads that the structure produces in strong winds.
We are pleased to offer advice and a full design service for your permanent, temporary,
demountable, retractable or touring installation. We can supply all the components
required: stainless screw eyes, resin anchor system, special spliced ropes, pulley blocks,
traditional or modern rigging, alternative ground anchors, bracing struts, etc. Our sails
come with full site-specific installation and operating instructions, which are clear and
very easy to follow. Alternatively, we offer a full installation service and can provide
routine maintenance, cleaning and re-proofing services.
Left: two overlapping standard hypar sails on a ‘Best In Show’ tradestand at the RHS Chelsea
Flower Show. Below: red ochre & natural sails hung in the trees in an installation at Kielder Water.

PRICE LIST
SAILS, TENTS & CANOPIES – suitable for public and private areas
Made from 200g cotton canvas proofed against fire, wet and rot to BS7837.
Bespoke
Made specially to order; price depends on size and shape
Standard hypar with 4x3m diagonals
Supplied with spliced ropes or stainless shackle connectors for each corner
POLES & RIGGING
3m tapered pole complete with mast band connector, spliced rope
guy and cleft ash anchor pegs
1m pole as above
Spliced guy rope and ash anchor peg
M10 stainless screw eyes suitable for screwing directly into timber
or fixing into masonry with proprietary resin anchor system
Other fittings and riggings are available for many situations
‘STANDALONE’ KIT (pictured left)
Everything you need for one standard 6m2 sail: 1 x sail;
2 x long chestnut coppice poles; 2 x short chestnut coppice
poles; 5 x spliced rope guys; 5 x cleft ash pegs
INSTALLATION
The price of our installation service depends on the
number and complexity of sail. Mileage is charged
from our offices at £1 per mile
DELIVERY
Sail only
Sail and pole

from £495
£175

£58.75
£48.75
£28.25
£14.50
POA

£395

from £250
from £20
from £45

All prices include VAT
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